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we condemn all attempts at annexation by Israel. We consider that

this unjust conflict is a serious threat to world peace. Our

Organization is in duty "bound to find the obvious solution, and we

shall never tire of repeating it: this means the withdrawal of

Israeli forces from occupied Arab territories.

"Furthermore, no solution can be deemed adequate and lasting if

it disregards the legitimate aspirations and rights of the people of

Palestine because one cannot cure an evil if one does not tear out its

root. Therefore, the search for a solution to this conflict, whose

numerous and bloody episodes have caused deep concern to mankind, must

be undertaken in a climate free from all intrigues. Certain Powers

which have abundantly interfered in the affairs of other countries must

cease their encouragement of the annexionist views of one of the parties

to the conflict.

"Thus, we are closely following the contacts between the four

great Powers with a view to finding a solution to the conflict in the

Middle East."

Mr. Sher Ali Khan, Pakistan (A/PV.1776 at pages 128-130)

"Pakistan has consistently declared that the issue of Jerusalem

is of universal concern.

"We were the first to welcome the participation of the representatives

non-4tuslimcountries, including India, in the debate in the Security

Council on the burning of the Al Aqsa Mosque. We welcome again from

this rostrum their continued interest in the crucial issue of Jerusalem

and pay them tribute for their stand of principle on the question."
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Mr. Foray. Sierra Leone (A/PV.17TT at pages 11-12)

"In the Middle East, the hopes of resolving the conflict which

were entertained when the Security Council resolution of November

was passed have not "been realized. Indeed, the past twelve months have

witnessed a continuing deterioration of the situation. The Government

of Sierra Leone supports the Security Council resolution of 22 November 196?,

the implementation of which it considers should be used as a basis for the

settlement of the conflict. It is greatly regretted that the Jarring

mission was interrupted prematurely. We welcome the resumption of talks

by the great and super-Powers but we are of the opinion that lasting

peace in the Middle East can only be achieved if such talks involve the

parties concerned. Every effort in achieving peace talks, whether by

direct confrontation or by the Hhodes method, which we have reason to

believe will be acceptable, should be pursued relentlessly. We should

also like to recommend that steps should be taken by both sides to ameliorate

the condition of the Palestinian refugees, many of whom find themselves,

through the dramatic upheavals of history, second-class citizens or

refugees in the country where their people have lived for many generations."

Mr. Toiva, Mongolia (A/PV.1777 at page 26)

"The Government and people of our country continue to follow with

great attention the development of events in the Middle East and consider

that an immediate political settlement in that area 1s one of the most

important conditions for a decrease in international tensions and the

protection of peace against large-scale military conflagration. The leading
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extremist circles in Tel Aviv have often flouted the innumerable

decisions of the United Nations and the clearly expressed wishes of world

public opinion; they continue to violate the cease-fire agreement and to

escalate their aggressive acts against Arab States, thus worsening an

already explosive situation. The Israeli aggressors aim to undermine a

political settlement of the crisis in the Middle East; they wish to

dictate their expansionist conditions in the interests of imperialism and

neo-colonialism. Many speakers, quite rightly, have stressed here that

.the prerogative attitude of the adventurist leaders in Tel Aviv is based

on the direct assistance and support which they receive from influential

imperialist circles in the United States, West Germany and certain other

Western countries, which adopt a hostile neo-colonialist position in the

matter of the independence of the Arab States. The Mongolian delegation

considers that those who are at the back of Israel are responsible for

delays in the Middle East settlement. The interests of peace and seciirity

insistently demand the speediest adoption of decisive measures, within

and without the United Nations to compel the Israeli aggressors to implement

the resolution adopted by the Security Council on 22 November 19̂ 7, which

called for the abandonment of its dangerous policy pregnant with serious

consequences for all the peoples of the world."

Mr. Al-Shaikhly, Iraq (A/PV.1T7T at pages 38-̂ 8)

"This failure has been manifested in all its aspects in the Middle

East, where Israel continues its aggression against the people of

Palestine and its occupation of the territories of three Arab States Members
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of the United Nations before the eyes of the world Organization. Israel

has "been attempting by all methods to consolidate its colonialist,

racist and expansionist existence in the Arab region, aided and abetted

by world imperialism headed by the United States of America, in

flagrant violation of the Charter of the United Nations.

"During the past year and since the previous session of the General

Assembly a series of resolittions has been adopted and initiative taken

with varying degrees of seriousness and responsibility to find a solution

creating a basis for justice and the banishment of aggression from the

region. In spite of all this, no noticeable improvement has been achieved

in this respect and we have not seen any glimmer of hope for reaching a

just solution of this problem that has been awaiting solution for the last

twenty years.

"It is high time to differentiate between causes and consequences and

to confront the causes with the needed courage, objectivity and fairness.

The basic cause is the denial to the Palestinian people, who have been

living in tents for the past twenty years, of the right to live in their

own homeland in freedom, sovereignty and peace. Any solution which does

not take into full consideration the Palestinian people, the people directly

concerned, will have no chance of success. The overriding reality which

will remain alive in the conscience of the Arab nation and of the world is

the rejection by the Palestinian people ofrtheir elimination as a distinct

national entity, and their determination for national survival, regardless
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of the price, in community with other nations that have fought against

occupation and extinction and achieved, through their just struggle, the

goals of li"beration and independence.

"When Israel embarked upon the second stage of its expansionist designs

by waging its 19̂ 7 aggression and occupying large territories of the

Arab States, it was determined to consolidate its occupation of those

territories for the purpose of their annexation, in defiance of all the

principles of the United Nations Charter, and thus to impose submission

on the Arab States and the final liquidation of the Palestine question.

"It is not difficult for those who are acquainted with Israeli methods

to realize that Israel is endeavouring to employ all means to consolidate

its occupation and to impose on the United Nations another fait accompli.

This is neither surprising nor unexpected from an Israel which has from

the start based its existence upon acquisition by force and the presenting

of that acquisition as an irrevocable fait accompli. This fact has been

proved by what happened last year, and ever since Israel came into being,

a fact deserving of everyone1 s awareness so that measures may be taken

to avoid its imposition upon the region and the world community.

"At the end of its previous session, the General Assembly adopted its

resolution 2̂ 52 (XXITT) for the return of the evacuees who were forced to

leave their homes as a result of the June 1967 aggression, and the United

Nations reiterated its previous resolution concerning the right of the

people of Palestine to return to their homeland. A year has..now passed

and not a signle part of that resolution has been implemented. Furthermore,

the General Assembly, at its last session, adopted resolution 2kk~5 (XXIII)
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on respect for human rights in the occupied Arab territories, a resolution

which was rejected by Israel right from the very beginning. The Security

Council, on its part, adopted several resolutions condemning Israeli

aggression against the Arab States, such as resolution 262 (1968) concerning

Israel's raid on Beirut International Airport, and resolution 265 (19̂ 9)

regarding Israel's attack upon the civilian population in Jordan. Other

resolutions by the Security Council include resolution 267 (1969) declaring

as invalid all Israeli measures to annex Arab Jerusalem and effa.ce its Arabic

character; also Security Council resolution 271 (19̂ 9)» in which the

Council reiterated its previous resolution on Jerusalem.

"But all those resolutions were contemptuously and arrogantly rejected

by Israel. On the other hand, the United Nations Human Rights Commission

adopted its resolution 6 (XXV) for the establishment of a mission to

investigate Israel's inhumane measures against the civilian population in

occupied territories. That mission was denied co-operation by Israel and

even barred from entering the territories in question, as if such an attitude

could blind the world to the persecution of civilians, the suppression of

freedom, the economic hardships and the imposition of a brutal occupation

upon the peoples of those territories. All these actions were condemned

by the International Human Rights Conference which was held in Teheran in

April 1Q68.

"We were not surprised at Israel's persistence in such a policy and

at its continuous contempt for United Nations resolutions. Our realization

of this fact was based upon unquestionable and ranmistakable indications
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which were further reinforced 'by well-known statements of various Israeli

spokesmen.

"Israel's continued contempt for the Security Council resolutions is

a. result of its knowledge that those resolutions will not go beyond censure

and condemnation "because there are Powers that prevent the Organization from

undertaking appropriate measures under the Charter to deal with situations

similar to the Israeli aggression. Israel was certain that the United

States of America, which has supported it since its creation with material

and moral aid and which continues to provide it with the latest destructive

weapons, even at a time when it is in occupation of the Territories of

United Nations Meufber States, would "block any effective action "by the

Organization. This is not surprising from the United States, which is the

foremost imperialist Power in the world and from whose machinations no

country has "been safe. It is the same United States which called, through

its President and from this rostrum a few days ago, for alteration of the map

of the Middle East to satisfy Israel and reward its aggression.

"How could the United States allow itself - - and how could the

international community allow it - - to play with the destinies of peoples

and violate the sanctity of homelands? That declaration of the United

States President creates a dangerous precedent in international relations,

one which threatens the sovereignty of States and their territorial

integrity, and it must "be the concern of all Memhers of this Organization

for the sake of their security and territorial integrity.



"Supporting aggression, so forcefully and enthusiastically, by a

great Power such as the United States — a permenent member of the

Security Council which, according to the Charter, bears a special

responsibility for keeping international peace and security — is a

dangerous action which threatens the very future of this Organization and'

weakens -whatever faith the peoples of the world may have in it. It is

such actions which help to replace the rule of law by the law of the jungle.

The United States must realize that force can never stand in the way of

nations struggling for their legitimate aspirations. The changes that are

taking place in Asia, Africa and Latin America are shining examples of

the total failure of the policy of force.

"This is the dark and negative side of the situation prevailing in

the Middle East since 19̂ 8 which has further deteriorated since Israel's

June 1967 aggression. There is, however, the other side of the picutre

where there is a ray of hope and a gleam of optimism that a fundamental

remedy is beginning to emerge. By this I mean the growing valiant resistance

movement of the Palestine people who, under the yoke of Israel's occupation,

in the drakness of refugee tents and in the conscience of the homeless,

suffered the lapse of world conscience and the impotence of the world

Organization to find a solution for the plight in which they have been

living for twenty years now. The last year witnessed the intensification of

the patriotic resistance in Palestine and all occupied Arab territories.

This resistance has become the criterion for the effectiveness of the

Arab struggle.
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"From this rostrum, I wish to affirm the support of the Iraqui

Government and people for the legitimate struggle of the Palestine people

in resisting foreign occupation and for the right of self-determination.

This struggle, which by the example of its bravery and sacrifice, has

awakened the conscience of the world and gained the sympathy of all freedom

loving nations.

"The Iraqi Republic, convinced of the legitimate rights of the

Palestinian people as part of the Arab nation, will continue to support the

struggle of the Palestinian people by all available means both inside and

outside this Organization.

"It is for us a source of satisfaction that the number of States which

have come to recognize this right has been growing. In this respect, I

wish to recall the resolution of the consultative meeting of the non-aligned

nations held in Belgrade last July which was based upon the resolutions

of the two non-aligned summit conferences held in Belgrade and Cairo supporting

unequivocally the struggle of the Palestinian people against colonialism,

racism and to regain their legitimate rights.

"One of the most dangerous aspects of Israeli expansion is its attempts

to extend its domination to citizens of other States on a purely religious

basis. Israeli protective claims over world Jewry is a factor for

confusion and disturbance in the world today. It is an encroachment upon

the sovereignty of independent States and calls for dual loyalty and

allegiance.
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"Today, religion is no longer a bond "between the individual and the

State. Therefore, Israel's responsibility in exploiting religious feelings

and inciting citizens to betray their countries as part of its aggressive

designs is extremely dangerous. The tears it sheds for those victims of

its wicked designs in the name of defending semitism are an act of tremendous

cynicism.

"The events of recent years have uncovered many of Israel's criminal

acts. It is doubtful that the world would be deceived by the tears it sheds

for a few spies who betrayed their country while it continues to assassinate

a whole nation.

"The conscience of the world was shocked by the burning of the Al-Aqsa

Mosque, which is one of the most holy Moslem places of worship and which

constitutes a spiritual and an historical monument for all mankind. The

barbaric crime perpetrated by the Zionist reflects the decline of their moral

and human values. In spite of all propaganda camouflages the world did not

hesita.te to show its anger and disgust' and to lay the responsibility at

Israel's door as the occupying Power.

"The continuation of the Zionist .aggression against the Arab nations

will lead to -most serious consequences in the Middle East and will weaken

the confidence in the United Nations, which bears a huge responsibility

in view of its failure to liquidate aggression and find a just solution for

the Palestinian problem.

"The Arab nation which has placed its confidence in this Organization

is determined and entitled to use all legitimate means for the liberation

of Arab lands from the racial Zionist occupation, regardless of the price

to be paid.
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"The only way to deal with Israeli aggression is Toy its liquidation

and "by the refusal to recognize any territorial gain resulting from it.

Israeli must unconditionally withdraw from all Arab territories. This will

not "by itself normalize the situation or establish a just and lasting peace,

because the June aggression is nothing but one of the direct consequences

of the Zionist aggression against the people of Palestine. It is only by

recognizing the rights of the people of Palestine for repatriation and self-

determination and their full participation that a successful solution can

be reached.

"The Israeli aggression and its consequences are not the only dangers

to the peace and security in the Middle East..."

(A/PV.1777 at page 52)

"The continuation of American aggression in Viet-TTajn and Zionist

aggression in Palestine are but a single manifestation of colonialist

policies pursued by the United States and based upon its disregard of the

rights of nations in its own selfish and monopolistic interests."

Mr. Rajbhandary, Nepal (A/PV.1777 at page 56)

"... Whether it be on the question of disarmament of the Kiddle

East Crisis, this Organization demands the co-operation of its members in

implementing the principles inherent in its Charter a.nd its commitment to

peace...
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(A/TV.1777 at pages 58-62)

"Ky delegation realizes the highly inflammable nature of the

confrontation in the Middle East. 1-fe have always stood for a peaceful

solution of the problem, and have always opposed the escalation of the

conflict by the supplying of arms "by the big Powers. We fully realize

the danger of changing the territorial status of the area by force of arms,

which cannot be justified even under the pretext of the self-preservation

of a country. Such pretexts can only bring chaos to international relations.

"We stand committed to the Security Council resolution of 22 November 19

which, I am sure, provides a sound basis for the establishment of peace in

the region. It is a pity that that resolution could not be enforced even after

a lapse of nearly two years. ¥e feel it is vital for peace in the Twiddle

.East that Israel should withdraw from the Arab lands it has occupied, as

it is essential for the Arab States to be reconciled to the existence of

Israel; that, we understand, is the meaning of the Security- Council

resolution.

"Any permanent solution of the problem should be aimed at creating

an atmosphere in which all the countries of that region may live peacefully

without apprehension of aggression from any quarter. The Arab-Israel

dispute as all of uas are aware, has been fanned by mutual suspicion and

hatred of more than two decades. A lasting peace requires elimination of

such fears and suspicions and recognition of the right of each State to

live within secure and recognized aboundaries. This right has been
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guaranteed by the Charter of the United Nations.

"Despite several consultations among the four Powers, there has been

no improvement in the situation. The situation has not only remained as

explosive as ever but also, in the words of the Secretary-General, the

past year has seen the highest level of armed conflict in the area since

June 1967. It is a matter of the deepest concern to all of us, who

earnestly feel that the situation should not be allowed to go out of

control. My delegation sincerely hopes that the consultations among the

four Powers within and outside the United Nations will lead to the

implementation of the November resolution. The four Powers as permanent

members of the Security Council have a special responsibility for the

establishment of peace in that region. Tn the meantime, we fervently

appeal to all the parties to the conflict to exercise the utmost

restraint in order not to engage in violent activities that may reduce

the possibility of reaching a satisfactory settlement.

"The November resolution provides a sound and the most acceptable

basis for a just and lasting peace in the area. The Secretary-General's

Special Representative is engaged in seeking common agreement of the parties

to the dispute with regard to the implementation of the provisions of the

Security Council, resolution. Vhile the importance of the task entrusted to

the Special Representative cannot be underemphasized, we realize, and

hope that the parties have realized, that his role is necessarily limited

to assisting the peace efforts of the parties themselves and that therefore
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it is up to them and them alone to bring about a political settlement

by peaceful means.

"A very disheartening feature in the Middle East has been the danger

to the lives and security of the United Nations Military Observers posted

there. The Secretary-General has rightly observed that they had become

defenceless targets in a shooting gallery and had even hinted at the

possibility of vithdrawlng them. My delegation hopes that the parties

to the dispute vill realize the importance of the role of the United

Nations observers and take sufficient precautions against risking their

lives and security."
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Mr. Sakkaf, Saudia Arabia (A/PV.1778 at page 6):

"No. The right of self-determination was entirely forgotten.

Palestine was partitioned in 1947; and in 1953 a South-East Asian

country, inhabited by the same people, was divided into two separate

States that are at war with each other — all this in the name of

international security and democracy.

"But all that has happened in the post-Second World War era in

Eueope and South-East Asia is nothing compared with what befell the

indigenous people of Palestine.

"Whilst colonies were emerging as free countries in the continents

of Asia and Africa by the fall of empires, an alien people from Central

and Eastern Europe, most of whom had embraced Judaism in the seventh

and eighth centuries A.D., and were far from being Semites, usurped

the homeland of the indigenous people of Palestine.

"In 1917, the year of the perfidious Balfour Declaration, the

indigenous people of Palestine constituted 94 per cent of the whole

population of that country.

Ît is superfluous to mention that neither Balfour personally nor

his Government had any right whatsoever to promise an alien people

from Europe a homeland in Palestine on the grounds of their religion.

Nevertheless, we must state that the dictators of the Versailles

Conference endorsed the treacherous Balfour Declaration at the expense

of the Palestine people when President Wilson clamoured for the

principle of self-determination.
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"In 1939, the Jewish population of Palestine, which had been placed

under a British mandate, grew by massive immigration, mostly illegal, to

one third of the whole population. When the British mandatory Power tried

to regulate the immigration that had swollen in the thirties and immediately

after the Second World War on account of the resistance of the indigenous

people of the land, the Zionists organized several terrorist gangs who

literally got away with murder by hanging British Tommies, killing Lord

Moyne, aside from massacring Palestinians who persistently resisted this

new invasion from Europe under the banner of Zionism. This invasion was

not dissimilar to the religious wars of the Middle Ages which were motivated

by religion for political and economic ends.

"The Zionists have claimed Palestine on false and baseless grounds.

Time and again our delegation has asked that the usurping State of Israel

produce the title deed to Palestine which, it is claimed, the Creator

gave to the Jews. By the same token we ask, did Balfour and those who

implemented his foul promise have a power of attorney from God to transfer

Palestine to these usurping Zionists?

"It is indeed ludicrous to put such claims on the grounds of which

these alien Zionists, mainly of Khaaar origin, have been granted the right

to rob the Palestinians of their land and patrimony.

"The usurping State of Israel, abetted as it has been by the great

Powers and their clients who voted for the partition of Palestine and the

ultimate introduction of a foreign element in the body politic and body

social of the Middle East, will remain an abscess in the area causing a

high fever of tension and perpetual conflict which may, God forbid, plunge

the world into another global war.
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"If the Jews, as a persecuted people in Europe, had taken refuge in

Palestine and the Middle East, motivated by religious sentiments and not

by false political claims, they would have lived at peace with the Semitic

indigenous people of Palestine. Instead, they invaded the land with false

claims and intimidated the whole population by such crimes as they have

perpetrated in Deir Yassin and other localities,

"When these usurping Zionists suspected that Count Bernadotte might

level some criticism of their dastardly acts, they shot him with impunity.

"Over a million Palestinian refugees who had fled in terror and now

live in camps on six or seven cents a day per person, together with com-

patriots of theirs scattered in many countries, have finally awakened to

the fact that all the United Nations resolutions concerning the Palestine

question were futile, having had no impact whatsoever on the usurpers.

"In consequence, they have organized themselves to regain their

homeland, as it has dawnedupon them that the United Nations in its

collectivity is not willing to or capable of rendering them justice and

redressing the grievous harm done unto them. These freedom-fighters are

called terrorists by the Zionists and their cohorts. On the other hand,

the forces of resistance that went underground against the Mazis in

occupied Europe have been dubbed as heroes; so were the Irgun, Zvai

Lumi, Stern, Haganah and other gangs who massacred the indigenous people

of Palestine, destroyed their homes, killed their cattle and cut down

their trees.



"The Arab people have been galvanized into action by the sacrificial

resolve of the people of Palestine to regain their homeland.

"Neither the late Mr. Churchill nor the late Mr. Roosevelt, nor the

late Mr. Stalin for that matter, considered the nazi conquest of European

territories as a fait accompli. I can assure the General Assembly that

the occupation of Palestine by these alien people, the non-Semitic Khazars

of Central and Eastern Europe, will never be considered a fait accompli

by the whole Arab people — a hundred million of them who are steadfast in their

faith that, as in the past, usurpers come and usurpers go but ultimately

the Palestinian people will regain their homeland.

"As far as Jerusalem is concerned, let me be explicit once more about

our position, which has been made clear repeatedly since the desecration

of that Holy City by the invader.

"This is not the first time that Jerusalem has fallen into the hands

of alien conquerors. Where are these conquerors now? Only names in the

annals of history.

"Jerusalem is as holy to Islam as it is to the other monotheistic

religions.

"If the Christian nations, whose populations number about a billion, do

not care about Jerusalem falling into the hands of Zionists, who, incidentally,

are a mere fraction of the world Jewry estimated at about 17 million, let

me make it patently clear that over 600 million Muslims will not continue to

remain with their arms folded and accept the spurious claims of those

Zionists who are unwittingly creating a world problem which may very well

make a scapegoat of innocent Jews, especially in the Western world, where

Zionist activists./have wormed themselves into the policy-making machinery
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of governments, including legislative bodies, aside from controlling the mass

media of information.

"The Islamic Conference held recently in Rabat has shown the whole world

that the Islamic world has been jolted into consciousness of the danger that

threatens its First Kibla. The sincere solidarity and the fervent fraternal

spirit manifested at Rabat is only the beginning. It is the dawn of Islamic

unity all over the world.

"The millstones of Islam may grind slowly but they will grind and grind

and grind until, God willing, Jerusalem and the whole land of Palestine

shall be restituted to its legitimate owners, who have been denied their

right of self-determination by pressures and conspiracies inside and outside

the United Nations.

"Whilst we are aware of the multifarious problems with which this

Assembly is seized, my Government wishes to reiterate its unequivocal

position regarding Jerusalem and Palestine because of its deep concern

with this question, which, as you may have noticed, constitutes the theme

of my statement before this Assembly.

"If peace with justice is to bypass the peoples of Palestine, we

predict a continuous state of conflict and turmoil in the Middle East.

Should this be the case, we also fear that a third world war may not be

inevitable.

"The turn of events in the Middle East will, therefore, determine the

fate of the United Nations. Either this Organization will follow the same

pattern as that of the League of Nations, which led to its disintegration,

or it will muster enough courage to rise above petty national interests and



the policy of spheres of influence pursued by the super-Powers irrespective

of the aspirations of peoples struggling for their independence and the

redemption of their sovereignty.

"In concluding, I should like to state that His Majesty King Faisal

and my Government still hope that before it is too late, the better part

of wisdom will prevail, especially among the great Powers, which, if they

wish, can pave the way for peace in the Middle East by having real justice

done unto the indigenous people of Palestine."

Mr. Belokolos. Ukrainian SSR (A/PV.1778 at page 16):

"Therefore, no special proof is necessary of the fact that the road to

international security lies through a peaceful settlement of such most

acute problems as Viet-Nam, the Middle East and Korea.

"The common denominator is that imperialism stands in the way of

Viet-Namese, Korean and Arab peoples, which not long ago were under the

thumb of the colonialists but have risen to struggle for their national

liberation, for political and economic independence and for the integrity

of their fatherlands and of their national territory. As a result of wars,

a part of Viet-Nam, a part of Korea, and a part of the territory of Arab

States have been occupied by the troops of foreign Powers."

(A/PV.1778 at page 21):

"The United Nations Organization is called upon to play a decisive

role in establishing peace in the Middle East and in safeguarding the

security of all peoples living in that region. Almost two years have

passed since the Security Council adopted its well-known resolution.
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But instead of using that resolution for a peaceful settlement, Israel,

intoxicated by chauvinistic dreams, has completely ignored the United

Nations efforts during this whole time. Israel continues its occupation

of Arab lands, continually provoking exchanges of fire and armed clashes

in the Suez Canal area, on the Jordan River and in the Golan Heights.

Recently Israeli armed provocations have become more frequent, more

dangerous and more threatening. It is quite obvious that this defiant

behaviour on the part of the Israeli aggressors is possible only because

Israel has enjoyed, and continues to enjoy, the patronage and support

of the United States of America. The United States not only renders

political and economic support to the Israeli aggressors, but also

continues to supply them with armaments. Israel not long ago received

from the United States modern aircraft which it is using for pirate raids

against Arab countries.

"It therefore is no surprise to anyone that even here at the United

Nations the representatives of Israel behave in a defiant manner. The

statement of Israel's Foreign Minister in the general debate made it

clear that Israel is not willing to take into account the decisions of

the United Nations. The main lines of that statement were aimed at proving

that the United Nations is not in a position to, and indeed cannot, solve

the problem of the Middle East.

"Israeli officials frequently make statements to the effect that they

aspire to peace and security. These are but empty words. If anyone is

really interested in peace and security for the States of that area, he

should realize that the main and necessary precondition for that peace
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and security is the liberation of the occupied territories. But Israel

prefers to follow another, extremely dangerous, course, and strives to

consolidate its seizure of foreign lands. Its appeals for "direct nego-

tiations" while parts of the territories of Arab countries continue under

occupation, are nothing but a method of covering up Israel's refusal to

carry out the decisions of the Security Council.

"The delegation of the Ukrainian SSR considers it urgent to make new

efforts for the elimination of the crisis situation in the Middle East.

"Consultations among the four States permanent members of the Security

Council, and the efforts of the United Nations Secretary-General1s

representative, Ambassador Gunnar Jarring, have shown that international

peace will be imperilled if the situation in the Middle East is left as it

now is. Some time ago the Government of the United Arab Republic submitted

to the Security Council constructive proposals concerning steps for the

implementation of the Council's resolution. An important initiative in

working out proposals directed at encouraging a political settlement in

the Middle East was also taken by the Soviet Government. If thus far there

have been no tangible results, the full responsibility for that fact should

therefore be placed upon Israel and its patrons.

"It is not the right of their State to independent national existence

that the rulers of Israel are defending; what they are seeking to do is

to retain the conquered Arab territories. The duty of the United Nations

is to put an end to that situation, to support the search for a constructive

solution, and to assist in a political settlement in that area,"
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Mr. Laraki. Morocco (A/PV.1T79 at pages 3 to 8):

"In our opinion the General Assembly should devote particular attention to

the explosive situation obtaining in the Middle East. As is known, tension is

developing increasingly in that region and has been doing so since the Zionist

aggression of June 1967. For more than two years now Israel, by its dailyl

raids against civilian tension in neighbouring countries, has been consolidating

its expansionist designs into a fait accompli and its aggressive instincts

into a constant policy. There is no need to show that systematic air

bombardments and brutal military attacks tend, in accordance with the well

worked-out plans, to paralyse the economies of the Arab countries, to terrorize

their populations and to force their leaders to capitulate and to accept

imposed solutions.

"In the occupied territories, where violations of human rights are increasing,

the Israeli authorities are submitting the population to a regime of terror.

There again the purpose is clear: they want to dismantle the economy of these

territories and to alter their particular Arab characteristics.

"In Jerusalem, Israel is having recourse to the same process with even

more cynicism and obstinacy. It has no fear of proclaiming the annexation of the

Arab portion of the Holy City and of applying measures designed to change its

legal status despite the repeated unanimour condemnations of the Security

Council. The burning of the Al Aqsa Mosque serves to confirm, had there been

any need to do so, the real threat that Zionist occupation constitutes for the

security and future of the Holy Places. His Majesty the King and our people,

who learned with deep indignation of the heinous crime committed against the

Holy Places, have vigorously condemned the attacks against religious rights

of Moslems and Christians in the Holy City. My Government is gratified in this
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connexion to note the movement of support and active solidarity which broke

out spontaneously throughout the whole of the Moslem world and the indignation

aroused throughout the world by the sacrilegious action resulting from the

criminal act of setting fire to the Al Aqsa Mosque.

"Following upon that reprehensible act, no propaganda manoeuvre of Israel

can conceal the reality. Pushing its arrogance and its crimes beyond all

limits, Israel still refuses to apply the Security Council resolution of

November 196jj ̂  hampers the Jarring mission, paralyses agreement among the

four great Powers, rejects the warnings and condemnations of competent bodies

of the United Nations and stands opposed to any settlement whose terms and the

conditions it has not dictated. The situation that now obtains in the Middle

East seems to us more serious and more explosive than that which obtained in

June 1967;

"The Arab countries most directly concerned meet Israel's intransigence

with extreme patience and are busy seeking a solution likely to ensure peace

in the region. Most of them have accepted the Security Council resolution of

November 1967 as a basis for settling the conflict, even though it has been

shown that that resolution is not in accord with all their legitimate interests.

"The concern felt for peace in the Middle East, where there is the risk of

a more generalized confrontation, impels all justice-loving world public opinion

to condemn the Israeli acts of aggression and to clamour for the restitution of

the usurped territories to the Arab peoples. Thus it is high time that the

international Organization assumed its responsibilities, because the current

worsening of the crisis is due in large measure to its failure to implement

its own resolutions. It is therefore the duty of the Organization to halt

Israeli aggression and thus take up the challenge which threatens to compromise

its prestige and authority. Any negative attitude on its part will serve only
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to encourage further the Zionist State to pursue with impunity its attacks,

which more and more are assuming the proportions of true genocide.

"My Government denounces that practice, which is unworthy of our century,

and firmly believes that the true solution to the Middle East tragedy is to be

found in attacking the root-eauses of the evil. To refuse to recognize this

reality would only uselessly delay settlement of the crisis, which, in my

Government's opinion, can be achieved only if the Palestine people is closely

associated to that solution. That people cannot accept indefinitely the denial

of its rights and the alienation of its personality b/ the presence of foreign

usurpers in its homeland. In this connexion, the Moroccan people greets with

admiration the heroic struggle of the Palestine people and recognizes the

legitimacy of its fight for national liberation. Wo final settlement of the

problem can be conceived of hence forth without the participation of the

Palestine people, whose rights must neither be sacrificed nor ignored. Thus

there can be no concrete solution to the Middle East crisis unless it is one

which really corresponds to the aspriations of the Palestinians and falls

within the specific framework of the pertinent resolutions of our Organization.

"Aware of the highly dangerous situation which threatens to engulf that

region once again, and desirous of seeing peace restored to the area, the

Moslem countries, as is known, have just taken a series of decisions concerning

both the future of the Holy City of Jerusalem and the situation in Palestine

and in the Middle East, at the close of the historic Rabat Conference of Heads

of State or Government. In the name of more than 600 million Moslems deeply

moved by the sacrilegious act which seriously damaged the Al Aqsa Mosque, the

twenty-five Moslem States unanimously affirmed that the threats which continue

to hang over the sanctuaries of Islam in Jerusalem are the direct results of

the occupation of that City by Israeli forces.
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"Their Governments are equally determined to reject any solution to the

Palestine problem that would not guarantee the return of the City to its status

prior to the Israeli aggression of June 1967• Those same States also expressed

the wish to see all Governments, particularly those of the four great Powers,

take into consideration the deep devotion of the faithful of Islam to that

Holy City and their solemn determination to struggle for its liberation.

"With respect to that Middle East problem, and in the face of the continued

worsening of the situation in that region, the Summit Conference of Rabat also

decided to launch an urgent and anguished appeal to the international community

that every possible effort be made to ensure the prompt withdrawal of Israeli

military forces from all occupied territories, pursuant to the relevant

resolutions of the United Nations, which reject any acquisition of territory

by military conquest. Having considered the Palestine tragedy, the Conference

expressed its firm determination to offer its full support to the Palestine

people in its struggle for national liberation and the restoration of its

usurped rights.

"The Government of His Majesty the King sincerely nopes that the important

contribution thus made by the Governments and peoples of Islam in the search

for a peaceful and equitable solution to the problems of the Middle East will

encounter the widest possible measure of understanding and will obtain the

firmest possible support of all countries concerned with preserving peace and

safeguarding security and justice in the world.

"As in the Middle East, the situation in the colonial Territories of

Africa has hardly improved."

(A/PV.1T79 at page 20)

"... I should like to remind the Assembly on this occasion of its

fundamental duty to find an urgent solution to the serious problem of the
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Middle East. Time is of the essence and my Government fears that the situation

will only further worsen and escape from all control. We implore the States

Members of this organization to become aware of this peril and fully to co-

operate with the United Nations in order to enable it to discharge its

obligations and take decisive and adequate measures for the restoration of

peace inthis so grievously suffering area. Convinced of the justice of this

cause, and fully confident about the future of mankind, Morocco still clings

to the hope of seeing the rules of peace and justice finally prevail in

that territory."

Mr. Wei. China (A/PV.1779 at page 21):

"... Violence and bloodshed on a massive scale are taking place in the

Middle East and in Africa."

(A/PV.1779 at pages 26 to 27)

"Three times within the space of twenty years Israel and the Arab States

resorted to the force of arms to settle their differences. Each time they

succeeded only in deepening the wounds. All United Nations efforts at

establishing a just and enduring peace have led to no positive results.

"For a time shortly after the June 1967 war there was a glimmer of hope

that the United Nations might be able to bring some semblance of quiet and

tranquility to the Middle Eastern scene. Security Council resolution 2̂ 2 (1967)

calling, among other things, for the "withdrawal of Israel armed forces from

territories occupied in the recent conflict" and the termination of the state

of belligerency as well as the right of every State in the area to "live in

peace within secure and recognized boundaries", seemed to offer the kind of

formula acceptable to the parties involved in the conflict. The situation,

however, has deteriorated. United Nations efforts have failed to hold in check

the arms race in the Middle East. Violence and counter-violence have been
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intensified in the current year. Along the hundred-mile Suez Canal cease-fire

line armed hostilities have been going on vith increasing intensity for some

months. The danger of a repetition of the June 19̂ 7 conflict can no longer

be discounted.

"It seems to my delegation that if there is anything to be learned from

the history of the Middle East of the past twenty years it is the futility

of war and violence. We dully appreciate the complexity of the situation.

¥e are aware that the fear, suspicion and mistrust that have divided the Arabs

and Israelis are too deep-seated to disappear overnight. But we see no reason

why a climate conducive to the eventual settlement of the problems cannot

be created. If there can be no total resolution of all problems at any one

time, substantive efforts should be made towards the resolution of certain

specific issues. This calls for statesmanship and restraint on the part of

both Israel and the Arab States."

Mr. Calvani. Venezuela (A/FV.1779 at page 51):

"... The most obvious form of violence — war — still is to be found in

Asia, Africa and the Middle East in all its tragic forms: there are the dead

and the wounded, hunger, destruction, poverty, negation of the dignity of man."

Mr. Msanze. Burundi (A/FV.1779 at pages 76 to 77):

"Wow I turn to the explosive powder keg in the Middle East. My Government

places the conflict of the Middle East in a triple context, the world, regional

and African context. Under this heading Burundi, which has irrevocably devoted

itself to peace, cannot remain either insensitive or indifferent to this

situation. The dimensions of this situation show the serious nature of the

problem and demand that an immediate solution should be found. The outbreaks

of bloody struggle engaged in by the belligerents are among the obstacles to

the settlement of the conflagration.
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"An examination of the present situation shows the disenchanting prospect

of the following facts. The parties to the conflict adopt at the present time

irreconcilable positions. The Arab Governments plead for the immediate,

unconditional withdrawal from the occupied territories of the Israeli troops.

Israel for its part is struggling for direct negotiations in the guise of

a prerequisite, the guarantee of security of its frontiers, the signature of

treaties of mutual guarantee — and in the meantime the situation remains as

it is.

"The only too frequent interruption of the precarious truce in this region

leads us rather to describe it as a continual state of war and a powder keg

ready at any time to explode and to spread to further regions. True, my

Government recognizes the right of Israel to exist. Such an attitude is

founded on a rational deduction flowing from the creation of that State by the

United Nations. The establishment of diplomatic relations between my Government

and that of Israel testifies to the normal relations between our two countries.

However, Burundi refuses to approve of invasion and the occupation of Arab

territories by the force of arms. War compels its own condemnation. The

information in our possession points to positive results if the occupation

troops were evacuated. It is therefore in the interests of peace that the

Israeli leaders — be they of a radical trend or of a liberal trend — should

realize the need to proceed to withdraw their armies from the Arab countries.

Moreover, the Government of Tel Aviv cannot sacrifice psace because that would

be to its own detriment and link peace to direct negotiations which, as

Israel knows full well, fits ill into the psychological climate of the moment

and clashes with the relation of force involved in the area.

"The repatriation of Israeli commandos would not directly affect the

present security of the country and thus these concessions would be justified
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because the restoration of conquered land would be a prelude to peace. In

the last analysis the United Nations should not allow itself to forget the

fate of the Palestine refugees, for whose fate it is responsible as it under-

took to guarantee their security and their property.

"My Government is aware of the decisive role the great Powers are called

upon the play to put an end to this war which threatens to "become worldwide

and that is why we welcome the efforts of the four great Powers in the Security

Council which are actually duty bound and have the possibility to cause the

parties to apply fully the Security Council resolution of 22 November 1967."

Mr. Sattar, Maldives (A/PV.1T80 at pages 21 to 22):

"In my statement to the twenty-third session I stated that the situation

in the Middle East should not "be permitted to worsen any further". To the

disturbed concern of everyone, it has deteriorated during the past months to

the extent that the Secretary-General has had to warn that "a virtual state

of war exists", and again that "open warfare has been resumed" twice during

the last six months. In the introduction to his annual report, the Secretary-

General further states that:

"War actually is being waged throughout the area, short only of battles

between large bodies of troops." (A/7601/Add.l, para.62)

"Aside from the political aspects of the question, we were shocked and

deeply grieved by the recent incident and for measures in Jerusalem when the

Al-Aqsa Mosque was heavily damaged by arson. We joined with the rest of the

Muslim world in calling for an impartial investigation into the incident and

for measures to prevent recurrence of such actions in the holy places in

Jerusalem. We continue to believe that a permanent solution to the entire

question of the Middle East could be found on the basis of the Security Council

resolution of 22 November 1967• We reaffirm our support for all aspects of

that resolution.
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"The Maldivian Government has been observing with keen interest the "Big Four"

consultations and the bilateral talks between the United States and the Soviet

Union in their efforts to assist Ambassador Jarring in his mission. We appeal

to the Governments of all countries of the region to take note of the Secretary-

General's observation that "there is more than one procedural route to peace"

and co-operate with every move towards establishing a just and lasting peace

in the Middle East. Too much suffering has been experienced by millions of

innocent people in the area. Too many have sacrificed themselves to the causes

they held sacred."

Mr. Borg Olivier, Malta (A/PV.ljSO at page 33):

"The conflict in the Middle East is but one painful example. The con-

frontation in that highly sensitive area of the world has assumed an extremely

dangerous pattern; and major Powers are not entirely blameless. We are in

fact witnessing a state of affairs in which great Powers are becoming more

deeply involved and which could escalate into a potentially catastrophic

struggle for strategic and political advantage. We cannot but hope that those

same Powers will apply their best efforts to ensure that good counsel will

prevail."

Mr. Ramphal, Guyana (A/PV.ljQO at page 53):

"Meanwhile, as we struggle to achieve a satisfactory framework of

international legality, the problems of the Middle East are all too vivid

reminders of the inadequacies of the present. My Government believes, however,

that Security Council resolution 2̂ 2 (1967) does provide a practical basis for

securing a settlement that will endure, and we join our voices with all those

who call uponthe parties to put into operation, as it is their duty to do

under the Charter, the balanced arrangements for which the resolution provides.
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Our concern is pervasive that the acquisition of territory "by force, contrary to

the relevant provisions of the Charter, should never "be sanctioned by the

international community."

Mr. Huot Sambath, Cambodia (A/FV.1T80 at page 72):

"There is another problem on which the attention of this Assembly will

focus, and that is the explosive situation in the Middle East. The Israel-Arab

conflict serves as a tragic example of the inability of our Organization to

ensure respect for the territorial integrity of its Members. If it is true

that the State of Israel has a right to exist, it is no less true that those

territories occupied after the so-called six-day war should be returned to

their legitimate owners — the Arabs — and that measures in keeping with the

resolutions of the Security Council should be adopted without delay, concerning

the Palestinians and their rights. Otherwise, we fear that a new war might

break out, the consequences of which would be catastrophic for our sorely-

tried world."

Mr. Kyprianou, Cyprua (A/FV.1780 at pages 91 to 92):

"As is natural, the Middle East situation is of particular concern to us,

being geographically so close to the scene of this drama. Although we are not

involved in the conflict we feel and clearly sense the possibilities for a

wider conflict if it is not now, as a matter of urgency, controlled. It is

no longer just another perennial issue before the Assembly, as it was so

wrongly considered to be by some before 19̂ 7• It is a now a war, in the full

sense and in the full meaning of the word, which goes on. It is a war, out of

which only a greater war can erupt if a solution securing peace is not speedily

reached. The underlying issues of the Middle East situation are well known to

this Assembly and so it the whole background. It is a problem that has been
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with the United Nations from its very creation. Our views on the merits of

the various issues involved, on what the problem was before the 1967 war and on

what the problem is now as a result of the 19&7 var are well known and are on

record and it is perhaps not necessary to repeat them. But what we wish to

repeat is that in our view the Security Council in its resolution of November

1967 provided the answer in the circumstances and in the face of the present

realities. That resolution contains many elements, the application of all of

which is of importance if an over-all solution is to be reached. The withdrawal

of the troops from the occupied territories is of course of paramount importance.

No one — and least of all the United Nations — can justify in any circumstances

whatsoever the retention of territories occupied as a result of war for

bargaining or other purposes. But the other elements of that resolution will

also have to be implemented if peace is to be secured. Our position has been

very clear from the beginning. ¥e have been supporting the implementation of

the Security Council resolution and the mission of Ambassador Jarring, the

Representative of the Secretary-General. ¥e were honoured and happy that

Ambassador Jarring chose Cyprus to establish his headquarters. We have in the

past, we do now and we shall in the future extend to him any facilities and any

assistance that he may require in pursuing his mission. We believe that

Ambassador Jarringrs mission should continue and everything must be done —

especially on the part of the great Powers — to support and strengthen it.

The initiative of France in calling upon the other three great Powers to co-

operate with it in their capacity as Permanent Members of the Security Council

is an initiative most constructive and praiseworthy in every respect. Whether

the effort will now continue between the Soviet Union and the United States or

whether it will be on the original four-Power basis, the effort must go on,
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and the services of Ambassador Jarring should more usefully "be utilized by

all concerned. The Middle East situation is a continuous threat to international

peace. The continuation of the hostilities will not solve any problem. Battles

and war can be won, but the war cannot be won. The only alternative is a

peaceful solution."
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Mr. Rahman. Malaysia (A/PV.1781 at pages 2 to 12):

"I have come here almost directly from the historic Muslim Summit Conference

held in Rabat from 22 to 25 September and I should like to outline to the

Assembly the significance and the outcome of that gathering. The Conference

was the first of its kind where Heads of States and Governments and other

representatives from Muslim countries gathered together to discuss matters

of common concern. The subjects of common concern were the usurpation of

Palestine by Israel, thereby compromising the status of the Holy City of

Jerusalem and, subsequently, while under Israeli control, the sacrilege

committed to the Al Aqsa Mosque, which caused anger and humiliation to all

Muslims. The holding of that Conference, to which Muslim leaders came from

great distances at quite short notice, was an indication of the grave concern

of the entire Muslim world regarding the situation in ¥est Asia. It can be

said therefore that the status and the future of the Holy City of Jerusalem is

no longer a matter between Israel and Jordan only or even between Israel and

the Arab States: it is a matter of the deepest and mutual concern to all

Muslims throughout the world. And it was that widespread emotion and pressure

of Muslim public opinion which brought the various Heads of States and Govern-

ments and other respresentatives to Rabat. "What has happened in ¥est Asia

is a matter for the serious attention of world Powers, for sooner or later,

unless some solution is found, it must draw all Muslim nations into the

conflict because Muslims regard the occupation of Jerusalem by force as a

humiliation and an insult to their religion.

"Muslims everywhere therefore felt a great sense of shame and tragedy at

what had occurred. That loss was made all the more bitter by the sacrilegious

act of vandalism against the Holy Al Aqsa Mosque, for which the Muslims hold

Israel responsible. Although a foreigner has been charged with the crime,
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it must be appreciated that the Al Aqsa Mosque is the third most holy mosque

of all Muslims and the place to which the Holy Prophet and his followers

turned as the first Kiblat. Who, then, among the Muslims can help but look

to it with feelings of the most profound reverence? It is understandable

therefore that Muslims everywhere should be profoundly affected by the events

in West Asia. Hence, unless the United Nations takes firm action to enforce

its decisions, the pressure of public opinion in the Muslim world will certainly

explode and force the leaders to take some drastic action which would have

very serious consequences on world peace. Israel would then have to reckon

not only with the Arab people but with all Muslims.

"The resolutions adopted at the Rabat Conference were indeed restrained and

statesmanlike. But that restraint should not lead others to underestimate

the intensity of feeling and emotion around the Conference table. In this

connexion I should like here to express my disappointment that there has been

so little publicity in the Western Press with regard to the Conference itself

and what happened at, or what came out of that Conference. In fact, one cannot

help feeling that there was an attempt to belittle the Conference through

suppression of the news. The Heads of State or Government — representatives

from twenty-five countries representing some 600 million people — had come

together to discuss a subject of vital improtance to tham all, which must, on

that score alone, hold world interest and attention. It is very important that

the public of Western countries should be made aware of, and should understand

the deep feelings and anxiety of Muslim peoples. In short, the subject of

discussions involved the question of either peace or war — on one side the

Israelis, and on the other the Arabs, now backed by the Muslims of the rest

of the world.
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"The restrained resolutions adopted at the Rabat Conference were arrived

at after a most careful study by all participating nations. Such an attitude

•was due mainly to the presence and counsel of the non-Arab Muslims; and I

cannot accept any characterization of the Conference such as that made by

the Israeli representative in respect of the membership of the Security Council,

that:

"One-third of the Security Council's members are States whose diplomatic

relations and sentimental predilections are exclusively confined to one

side of the Middle East dispute". (1757th meeting, page 77)

"On principle, however, the resolutions taken there leave no room for any

compromise. I refer in particular to the appeal of theConference to Members

of the int ernational community "to intensify their collective and individual

efforts to secure the speedy withdrawal of Israeli military forces from all the

territories occupied as a result of the war of June 1967 in accordance with the

established principle of the inadmissibility of acquisition of territory by

military conquest'.'

"In other words, Muslims would not tolerate the acquisition of Jerusalem by

the Israelis through conquest, and are determined to dislodge them by any means

possible. The four major Powers — Britain, France, the Soviet Union and the

United States — are urged, in the words of the Rabat Declaration, "to take into

account the deep attachment of the followers of Islam to Jerusalem and the solemn

resolve of their Governments to strive for its liberation."

"The major Powers should heed the depth of conviction and feeling of

Muslims throughout the world on this question, which shows that if no progress

is made to restore Jerusalem to its rightful owners, then sooner or later a

crusade to recover it will start in earnest. How then can we prevent the
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to world peace?

"We must therefore explore all possible avenues towards alleviating the

present situation and bringing us nearer a peaceful solution. The Rabat

Conference has declared unacceptable any solution of the problem of Palestine

that would deny Jerusalem the status it had before June 1967. This brings

us back to Security Council resolutions 252 (1968), 267 (1969) and 271 (1969),

which clearly stated that the legislative and adminsitrative actions taken by

Israel which tend to change the legal status of Jerusalem are invalid and

have no valid effect on that status. If those resolutions could be enforced,

the net result would be to restore that part of Jerusalem to its rightful

owners. It is imperative for the United Nations to give effect to its

resolutions and decisions, as otherwise the decisions taken will become

valueless.

"According to the Israel representative who spoke in this Assembly, Israel

is ever ready to discuss peace with the Arab States and to negotiate terms

for a settlement of the present dispute of trouble. According to him:

"... I come back to repeat with increased conviction what I said

to the Arab Governments at this rostrum in June 1967:

'You have chosen repeatedly to meet us in the arena of battle.

You cannot refuse to meet us at the negotiating table.'"

(1757th meeting, p. 86)

That was well said, but the question is whether the words carry the meaning or

intention on the part of Israel to make peace with honour and justice. If the

intention is there, then what is the objection to the Israelis' withdrawing

their military forces from all the territories occupfed as a result of the war

of June 1967, in accordance with the established principles of the United

Nations, as a prelude to the talks? If Israel agreed to accept resolution
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2k-2 (1967) of the Security Council and resolution 252 (1968) and the

resolutions which followed pertaining to Jerusalem, I am certain that the Arab

States would agree to a dialogue that might lead to peace. Malaysia is one

of the countries attending the Rabat Conference whfch recognize the United

Nations decision to create Israel and it is willing to use its best endeavours

towards a settlement of the dispute. But Malaysia is not prepared to offer

its services where it is obvious to it that Israel, in offering to hold a

dialogue, is in fact talking from a position of strength with one hand holding

a gun and the other the pen offering, so they say, to sign the treaty of

peace. No self-respecting people with any pride left in it would accept

these terms. The only answer to such an Israeli offer to discuss peace will

be for the Arab nations to prepare for war.

"It is obvious that Israel, elated with its successes, will not willingly

return the occupied territories. But can it hold them for all time — 2 million

people against 100 million Arabs, and now against the whole of the Muslim

people, who are united in their determination to back the Arabs? They may hold

it for a time but it will not be for all time — and that would be at great

sacrifice of lives and money to themselves. That is clear. The time will come

when they will have to give up this territory, and even more.

"The United Nations must take a firm stand now and bring pressure upon

Israel to accept the decisions reached both in the General Assembly and in the

Security Council, and the big Powers must make it their duty to see that they

are carried out. Lasting peace cannot be built on war machines but only on

mutual respectj understanding and co-operation between the peoples of that

region of Asia who are now locked together in deadly conflict. Are the Israelis

prepared to accept the animosity of the other Asian Muslim nations which are

now finding the Israeli attitude repugnant, hostile and arrogant?
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"Vithin the framework of what I have said and bearing in mind the urgent

necessity of some positive action to break out of the present impasse, there

might "be consideration of the idea that, as a temporary expedient and pending

a final settlement, the United Nations itself should assume authority and

jurisdiction over Jerusalem. According to the ŝraeli representative:

"Israel does not claim exclusive or unilateral jurisdiction in the

Holy places of Christianity and Islam in Jerusalem, and is willing to

discuss this principle with those traditionally concerned. There is a

versatile range of possibilities for working out a status for the

Holy Places in such a manner as to promote Middle Eastern peace and

ecumenical harmony." (I75?th meeting, p. 9̂ -95)

"If that is so, there is no reason why Israel cannot accept this proposal,

which has as its main objective to protect the sacred places in Jerusalem and

to ensure that an occurrence such as the case of the Al Aqsa Mosque should not

incite intense emotion, animosity and hatred towards any one particular race

of people. I repeat that this will not be made at the sacrifice of the

principle I enunciated earlier, namely, the evacuation by Israel of the

territories acquired by aggression.

"I hope that this idea which I have put forward in all sincerity and

humility will carry enough weight so as to influence the United Nations in

order to gain wider support for the resolutions it has already adopted."

Mr. Zorome, Upper Volta (A/FV.IjQi at pages 35 to 36):

"In the Middle East the situation deteriorates from day to day. It is

to be feared that the violations of the cease-fire line on both sides,

inevitable in the present circumstances, may lead the parties to a new and
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violent confrontation; hence the need to find a just and lasting solution to

this conflict.

"My delegation is of the opinion that the Security Council resolution

of 22 November 1967 is an adequate "basis for settlement of the conflict in the

Middle East, and that the differences of interpretation to -which its text may

give rise, clear as it is, should not lead the parties to reject it. Within the

idea that all States in the region have the right to existence and that the

territorial integrity of each must be respected, many compromises can be found

for the other problems.

"It is Upper Volta's view that the joint efforts of the great Powers in this

question of the Middle East have been a new and positive element in the search

for a solution to the crisis. Despite their differences on the situation in the

Middle East, and despite the diversity of their interests, we believe that the

great Powers can validly propose formulas for settlement to the parties involved.

¥e therefore address an appeal to all interested parties not to reject a priori

any proposal that can lead to peace."

Mr. Baroum, Chad (A/PV.1781 at page 48):

"In the Middle East, a grave situation is taking shape which could unleash

the forces I have mentioned above in a confrontation from which there could

be no way back if the nations that possess the great destructive means do not

find the basis for a peace that is equitable for all — particularly if their

interests are implicated in that interminable struggle. The resolution of

22 November 1967 ought already to have borne fruit."
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Mr. Al-Jaber (Kuwait) (A/PV.1T81 at pages 55 to 65):

"Of all the international questions on the agenda of the present session

of the General Assembly, none concerns Kuwait as intensely as does that which

it has become customary of late to call the "Middle East Crisis".

"This special concern is caused not only by the fact that that issue

affects the existence, survival and entire destiny of an Arab people — the

Palestinian people — as well as the territorial integrity of three Arab

States adjacent to Palestine, some of whose lands are presently under Israeli

occupation. Besides the national bonds tying us to the peoples and States

concerned, another reason accounts for our special concern: all the elements

which obtain in the persistent international problems of today may be found

together in the Middle East crisis, as interrelated and interactive ingredients

thereof.

"In the first place, the heavy burden of colonialism, which still weighs

oppressively on some areas of the world, is felt in the Middle East as well.

For the Middle East crisis is in one of its facets, a colonial crisis, where

colonialism clearly reveals itself in all its classical manifestations: the

occupation of the land of others, the subjugation of its inhabitants, the

exploitation of its resources and the implantation of foreign settlements on its

soil. The only difference between the residua of die-hard colonialism still

obtaining in some pockets which have thus far defied purification, on the one

hand, and the Israeli colonial presence since 1967 in the territories of three

sovereign States, Members of the United Nations, on the other hand, is this:

that the Israeli colonial presence was attained in an era in which the

conscience of the civilized world had totally repudiated the logic of

colonialism, and the international community had established an alternative

international system on the anti-colonial foundation of what the Charter calls

"the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples". Nothing
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is worse than the colonialism "which refuses to disappear in the era of the

liquidation of colonialism, save that which comes into being in the hey-day

of decolonization.

"In the second place, the sway of racism, from which some parts of the world

still suffer, is also present in the Middle East crisis — which, one of its

facets, is a crisis caused by the existence of a racist regime — racist in its

doctrinal presuppositions, racist in its inspiration and racist in its programmes

and actions. For the quintessence of Zionism is the call upon the Jews of the

world to segregate themselves by withdrawing from the countries of their

residence and citzenship and isolating themselves in one country which would

become "Jewish" through the displacement of its non-Jewish indigenous population.

Accordingly, its programmes and policies have been racist in inspiration and

their practical application has manifested all the familiar features of racism,

including racial hatred, racial self-segregation and isolation, belief in intrinsic

racial .superiority and in a resultant right to racial supremacy and the exercise

of racial discrimination in all fields.

"In the third place, the Middle East crisis reflects certain forms of

international conduct which have come to be considered discreditable by the

civilized world. These forms of conduct constitute in their totality an integral

behavioral pattern which, if followed by all States in their international

relations, would lead only to global chaos and perpetual turnoil. I shall now

discuss, by way of illustration, three facets of this Israeli behavioral pattern.

"(a) Clear and carefree violation of some established rules of public

international law which are also fundamental principles of the Charter; foremost

among these is the principle of the inadmissibility of the acquisition of

territory by war or military conquest, a principle which has been reaffirmed
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four times by the Security Council in the past two years. Nevertheless, Israel

has in fact formally annexed a portion of the territories it occupied "by war in

1967, and has proceeded to create in other portions new situations which, as

some Israeli leaders have candidly and clearly explained, aim at creating new

"accomplished facts", the ultimate effect of which would "be to render

annexation "by Israel inescapable, and irresistible.

"The determination of Israel to retain, under all curcumstances, its

possession of at least some of the lands it occupied by war from the territories

of three Arab States Members of the United Nations is no longer a secret. Nor

can sophistic reasoning and semantic acrobatics, however skillfully practised

by some of Israel's spokesmen, succeed in concealing the following facts: that

retaining possession of any part of the territories occupied by war is an act of

annexation, -whatever the pretext put forward or the name applied; that such

annexation constitutes a flagrant violation of a basic principle of the Charter

and the rule of international law, -which has been repeatedly reaffirmed by the

Security Council; and that such unlawful annexation is in fact an application of

the principle of territorial expansion through violence, which is an essential

ingredient of the Zionist-Israeli programme.

"(b) Respect for the international conventions and treaties to which it is

a party, application of their provisions and fulfilment of the obligations arising

from them, are elementary ingredients of the pattern of conduct of a civilized

State. Yet in the two years and four months which have elapsed since Israel came

to occupy militarily territories belonging to Arab States, the world has witnessed

a continuing, obstinate refusal by Israel to put into effect the Geneva

Convention of 1949 relative to the protection of civilian persons in occupied

territories, to which Israel and the three Arab States immediately concerned
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are parties. And even though the General Assembly, the Security Council, the

Economic and Social Council, the Commission on Human Rights and the International

Conference on Human Rights have all reminded Israel of its obligations under that

Convention and called upon it to comply with its provisions, in no less than

eleven formal resolutions, adopted since June 1967, Israel has persisted in its

disregard of the Convention, in its refusal to apply it to the situation at

hand and in its flagrant violation of some of its most important provisions.

"Nor has this "been the sole instance of Israel's disregard of international

agreements to which it is a party. On the contrary. The fate of the Protocol of

Lausanne and of the four Armistice Agreements eloquently testifies to the fact

that Israel has generally displayed little reluctance to abrogate international

aggreements unilaterally, tearing them up at will as though they were worthless

scraps of paper.

"(c) Carefree violation of the fundamental rules of international law and

the habitual breach of international contracts are appropriately accompanied by

disdain for and non-compliance with the resolutions adopted by the United Nations

organs. Israel has gone so far as to wage an organized campaign against the

United Nations and its principal organs for adopting some of those resolutions,

even in cases where they were adopted by unanimous votes.

"The Israeli leadership evinces no embarrassment at the glaring inconsistency

of official Israeli attacks on the authority of the United Nations and persistent

Israeli contempt for dozens of resolutions adopted by its competent principal

organs, basing Israel's claim to legitimacy on the suthority of one recommendation

contained in one resolution adopted by one of those organs, even though that

single resolution was suspended by the same organ less than six months after it

was adopted.
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"There is little need here to cite individually and to recite the provisions

of all those resolutions — including many which were adopted by unanimous or

near-unanimous votes — with which Israel has continuously refused to comply.

Suffice it to refer to those adopted since the summer of 19&7, which include:

"Ten resolutions adopted by the General Assembly, the Security Council and

other organs, calling upon Israel to facilitate promptly the return of all

inhabitants of the occupied territories displaced since the war of June 19&7;

"Three resolutions, adopted by the General Assembly, the Security Council and

the Commission on Human Rights, calling upon Israel to facilitate international

investigation of the conditions of the civilian inhabitants of Arab territories

occupied by Israel;

"Five resolutions, two adopted by the Assembly and three by the Security

Council, enjoining Israel to rescind all measures taken by it purporting to

alter the status of the City of Jerusalem.

"Israel has complied with none of these resolutions; it has continuously

violated their respective provisions.

"Abundant talk about international ethics by Israeli leaders, and

extravagant boastfulness about the excellence of the moral values alleged to

be immanent in Israel's international conduct, are powerless to disguise the

truth that Israel, colonial to the core in its reality and racist in its ideology,

system and policies, has ever since its birth followed a course of action which

desecrates those standards of international morality enshrined in the Charter

and which civilized States aspire to achieve.

"At the opening of my remarks on the Middle East crisis a short while ago,

I intimated that it was a three-dimensional crisis, of which the conflict between

the Arab States and Israel is only one facet. It is most unfortunate that the

common view of that crisis focuses upon this conflict and is oblivious of the
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other facets and dimensions. From such distorted vision and conception, only

erroneous approaches result in practice. Efforts are exerted to find a

settlement for the conflict between the Arab States and Israel without attempting

to redress the wrongs done to, or remedy the unjust conditions imposed upon,

the Palestinian people prior to or since the establishment of Israel.

"The dispossession and displacement of the bulk of the Palestinian people,

the subjugation and plunder of the rest, the deprivation of the Palestinian

people as a whole of the opportunity to exercise its inalienable right to

self-determination on the soil of its homeland, the deprivation of

Palestinians as individuals of many of their other fundamental human rights —

it is this that constitutes the essence of the problem. It is this that is the

cause of the conflict between the Arab States and Israel. How, then, can this

conflict be settled as long as those conditions which gave rise to it remain?

"The experience of the past twenty-one years, and in particular of the

past year, shows that forgetting or ignoring the existence of the Palestinian

settlement, but in fact renders it more intricate and its settlement more

remote. People do not vanish just because others prefer to forget that they

exist; nor are their rights lost simply because they are forcible deprived of

them for some time.

"These are truisms which the international community can..ill afford to

forget of neglect — least of all the major Powers, which have endeavoured since

the beginning of the year to reach a settlement of the problem by way of

consultations among themselves. Wo formula for a settlement which affects the

fate of Palestine or its people can have the slightest chance of workability,

or can be just and therefore worthy of being workable, if it neglects that

people's fights or ignores its national will and legitimate aspirations.
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"At this stage, I cannot tout note with much regret that such neglect of

the Palestinian people is at the root of the policy of one of the major Powers

towards the problems of Palestine and the Middle East. I refer to the

United States of America. This is particularly saddening inasmuch as the

United States, which now views with disdain the national right of the people

of Palestine to self-determination in its homeland, was once the foremost

champion of the principle of self-determination and played a leading role in

introducing it into the contemporary international system.

"The faults and dangers of American policy towards the Middle East, however,

go beyond ignoring the existence of the Palestinian people as a people and

rejecting its national rights as such, as well as many of the human rights of

its individuals.

"How strange it is for the question of the Middle East to be raised and

discussed entirely withing the context of the analysis of American-Soviet

relations, as was done in the statement made before the present session of the

Assembly by the President of the United States — as though the situation in

the Middle East had no objective reality or character of its own independently

of the vicissitudes of American-Soviet relations.

"And how strange it was for the statement of the American President to raise

once more the question of "the limitation of the shipment of arms to the Middle

East" (1755th meeting, p. 23) so soon after the United States itself had brought

the situation of armaments to a new and grave stage by beginning to supply

Israel with Phantom jets.

"To further the military capabilities of the occupation Power, particularly

after it had made unmistakable clear its determination to retain possession

under all curcurnstances of much of what it now occupies, can only' embolden it

to maintain the occupation and indeed nourish its avaricious, expansionist

desire to annex more of the territories it now occupies.
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"¥e find cause for anxiety in the failure of the statement made by the

President of the United States to emphasize the obligation to withdraw — indeed,

its failure to use that word at all. Nor was that anxiety allayed — perhaps

it was aggravated — by the atatement that "peace cannot be achieved on the

basis of substantial alterations in the map of the Middle East" (ibid). For

this statement in reality envisages and condones territorial alterations

which may be deemed "insubstantial", in the course of expressing disapproval

of "substantial" alterations. By so doing, it opens the door for acquisition

of territory by military conquest — which is precisely what the United States,

on more than one occasion, had joined other States in declaring to be "inadmissible",

"This would indicate that the United States position towards this vital

aspect of the Middle East crisis has now undergone an important change. Two

years ago, the United States position was one of the decisive factors which

obstructed the issuance, whether by the Security Council o'r by the General

Assembly, of a call for complete and unconditional Israeli withdrawal, and

contributed instead to the issuance of a call for complete though not

unconditional withdrawal. While that position displayed disregard of the

principle that military invasion shall not be rewarded in the course of reaching

a pacific settlement, it did at the same time evince respect for the principle

of the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by military conquest.

Wow, however, the doctrine of the admissibility of making "alterations in the

map of the Middle East" provided only that they are not "substantial" — implicit

in the statement of the United States President — amounts to a violation of the

second principle as well as the first."
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Mr. Solano Lopez. Paraguay (A/PV.1782 at page 10):

"... This fact relieves us of the need to express our views in many words

once again. I am thinking in particular of the Middle East, one of the most serious

and complicated problems of our times. ¥e believe with firm conviction that

perhaps the "best and perhaps the only possibility of "bringing about a fair and

stable peace lies in the application of the provisions and principles contained in

the unanimous resolution of 22 November 1967"

(A/PV.1782 at page 11)

"I think also of Jerusalem, a city whose legal status was determined by

the, resolutions adopted by the General Assembly, the preservation of which was

repeatedly spelled out in the Council."

Mr. Egal. Somalia (A/PV.1782 at pages 21 to 22):

"in the Middle East this Organization has, for more than twenty years, seen

total refusal by Israel to implement the General Assembly's resolutions relating

to the Palestinian refugees; neither repatriation nor compensation has been

afforded to them. And thus, for more than twenty years, one and a half million

people have been condemned to refugee status and denied elementary justice. Not

all the humanitarian efforts of UNRWA — to which I would pay sincere tribute —

nor those of the Arab host States which have afforded them refuge can compensate

for the injustice done to these people. When, I ask, will the Organization take

the action necessary to assert its authority?

"It is this continuing injustice more than any other factor which has

ensured that the Middle East would be a constant source of regional conflict

and international insecurity. It has been particularly disheartening to see

over the past twenty years the ambivalent attitude shown towards this question

by powerful Members of the United Nations whose influence, if powerfully exerted,

might long since have brought about a settlement. In times of crisis when
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violence in the Middle East threatened international peace, it was readily

acknowledged that the failure of the United Nations to settle the problem of the

Palestinian refugees lay at the heart of the Middle East question. Resolutions

were adopted affirming or reaffirming the need to "bring about an end to the plight

of these people; "but when the crisis and the immediate danger to international

security passed, national self-interest and partisan views reasserted themselves.

A depressing pattern can "be traced over the years either of the return to apathy

or of open opposition towards any effort to implement the relevant resolutions.

"Following the June war of 1967, the four permanent members of the Security

Council voted in favour of a resolution which indicated the essential principles

that should lie at the "basis of a settlement. As recently as 20 September 1.9&9,

the Foreign Ministers of the permanent members of the Security Council reaffirmed

that that resolution should be supported and carried out. And yet, not a single

provision of that resolution has been implemented. After more than two years,

Israeli troops remain in occupation of large areas of Arab territory as the

spoils of war.

"This situation became even more untenable when the Israeli authorities

began to take illegal measures to alter the status of Jerusalem. The necessity

of ensuring that these measures be rescinded is one on which the membership of

this Organization has reached almost unanimous agreement. And yet, the Israeli

Government continues to flout with impunity &he Security Council and General

Assembly resolutions on this question and has openly stated its determination to

ignore the consensus expressed by the international community.

"Recent events culminating in the desecration through arson of the Al Aq_sa

Mosque underline the necessity of implementing United Nations resolutions on the

status of Jerusalem. The "relocation" of Arab families in Jerusalem from their
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homes to areas decided on by the Israelis calls to mind similar acts of injustice

with ethnic motivations which are at present "being carried out in Rhodesia and

southern Africa. There should be no question that this is a case where the

United Nations needs to take action to ensure that its decisions are carried out.

"We should be under no illusions about the implications for the Organization

of what has happened in the Middle East. If this Organization permits a State

to acquire and hold territory by force, the most basic principle of the

Charter — I refer to the prohibition of the use of force in Article 2 (U) —

becomes meaningless. This was exactly the way in which the League of Nations

spelt out its own doom and initiated a chain of events leading to the Second

World War.

"I realize, of course, that these past two years have seen very great efforts

by Ambassador Jarring as Special Representative of the Secretary-General and by

the major Powers to produce a settlement. These efforts were rightly and

properly made. But if, at the end of these two years, there has been no

settlement and no compliance with the Security Council's resolution, the time

has clearly come for this Organisation to decide upon measures which will compel

respect for its decisions."

(A/PV.1782 at page 2j)

"In dealing with the problems of the Middle East and of southern Africa, I

have spoken of the need for the United Nations to take compelling action to make

its decisions prevail."

(A/PV.1T82 at page 27)

"... Likewise, the Middle East conflict of June 1967 and the ensuing occupation

of Arab territory by Israel created a situation in which there was a clear need

to protect the rights of the Arab civilians wihin the occupied territories."
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(A/FV.1T82 at page 50)

"... Many people, perhaps naively, had believed that the right of the civilian

inhabitants -would be amply protected under the Geneva Convention of 19̂ 9, to

which Israel is a party. However, at no stage has Israel appointed a Protecting

Power or requested or allowed any organization, even the International Committee

of the Red Cross, to act as a substitute therefor. In short, that Convention has

remained without any form of supervision as required by its terms. This breach

of the Convention is not answered by arguments about the need for protection of

the human rights of Jews in Arab countries, for the two situations are not

parallel and were never treated as parallel in the Geneva Convention."

Mr. Pu.1a, Hunga-ry (A/PV.1782 at page 58):

"My Government's position regarding the Kiddle East situation can be

summed up in that it categorically condemns the aggressive policies of Israel

and considers it necessary to give effect to the Security Council resolution of

22 November 1967. As is commonly known, Israel is not content with defying the

resolution of the Security Council, but it carries out acts of aggression time

and again and has even announced the annexation of some Arab territory. It

is high time for the Security Council to enforce its own resolutions. There

cannot be peace in the Middle East until Israel has withdrawn its forces

from all Arab territories to behind the lines of 5 June 1967. The Hungarian

Government will also in the future firmly support the just struggle of the Arab

peoples for the attainment of this aim, and my Government highly appreciates the

readiness of the Arab States to liquidate the consequences of Israeli aggression

by political means, by the total implementation of the aforementioned resolution

of the Security Council."
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Mr. Ra.iaratnam, Singapore (A/FV .1782 at page 6l):

"In the case of the Middle East conflict my Government believes that no

country, however big or small, should be denied the right to exist; that the

fruits of conquest, however achieved, should not be forcilxLy converted into

fruits of war; that peoples who have lived for long as a settled community in a

territory should not be made into homeless wanderers. My Government believes

that the Security Council resolution of November 196~7 provides the basis for a

peaceful solution — and, further, that the continued resort to force would only

make more difficult the resolution of that conflict."

Mr. El Bouri. Libyan Arab Republic (A/FV.1782 at page 7l):

"... To our consternation, however, is has been rendered incapable of

fulfilling its basic task of maintaining peace and security in all those

instances where the major Powers decline to co-operate, as is the case in Viet-

Wam and the Middle East."

(A/PV.1782 at pages 71 to 77)

"... How may I ask, can there be any possibility of peace in the Middle East

unless such a peace is based on justice? Can the expulsion of a whole people

from their land to make room for aliens be called justice? Let us ask ourselves

how can we expect such people to reconcile themselves to spending their entire

lives homeless, in tents, on international charity? Should they sit impassive

and watch strangers occupy their homes, exploit their lands and reap the fruits

of their fields? Is it possible that in an age when self-determination is

constantly upheld, confirmed and reiterated by the General Assembly, when self-

determination is proudly considered one of the greatest achievements of our

era, that the people of Palestine should be denied that right?
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"Nor can anyone maintain that the interests of peace and justice can be

served by the continued Israeli occupation of Arab territories in Syria, the

United Arab Republic and Jordan. Meither will peace and Justice be served

by Israel's insistence on the retention of whatever land it covets in the

face of overwhelming opposition by the majority of Member States against

forceful territorial acquisition and expansion, an opposition which has

been stated repeatedly before this Assembly and which reflects one of the

basic principles of the United Nations. Israel, nonetheless, refuses to

withdraw from lands forcefully and aggressively acquired and demands instead

direct negotiations and secure boundaries. At the same time we are bound to

remember that Israeli officials have invariably declared their resolve to retain

Jerusalem, the Golan Heights, the Gaza Strip, Sharm El Sheik and other sectors of

Sinai, and to effect other border modifications as well. Some Israeli officials

have demanded the establishment of Israeli military posts along the bank of the

Jordan. Still others demand that all Arab territory seized by the Israeli

forces in the June 19̂ 7 war be retained in realization of their dreams of a

greater Israel.

"More than two years have elapsed since Israel waged its treacherous and

aggressive war on neighbouring Arab countries. As if this were not sufficient,

Israel persists in aggressive and racist policies, each day providing further

proof of its expansionist designs. The Arabs, aware of such designs long before

the June 1967 aggression, repeatedly drew the attention of the world community

to their gravity. Today, we have only to cite Israel's refusal to implement

the resolutions relating to Jerusalem as incontestable evidence of Israel's contempt

for this Organization and its defiance of world opinion. In lieu of implementing

the resolutions of the General Assembly and the Security Council, Israel proceeds

with the frightful demolition of peaceful civilians' homes, the deportation of
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Arab citizens and the seizure of their property. This flagrant denial

and constant violation of fundamental human rights, this expulsion of

individuals and groups and this establishment of alien settlements in the

midst of occupied Arab territories contravene the Geneva Conventions and

shame the human conscience.

"The Security Council resolnions on Jerusalem have explicitly called

upon Israel to desist from taking any action which would change the status

of Jerusalem and to rescind all measures taken to that effect. But in

flagrant defiance of these resolutions and world opinion, Israel is carrying

out measures for the Zionization of the city and the expulsion of its

Arab inhabitants. The most recent illustration of Israel's contempt

for all human and spiritual values was the heinous crime of last August when

fire was set to Al-Aqsa Mosque, one of Islam's most sacred shrines. This

nefarious crime represents an attempt to set the clock of history back by

returning man to the dark ages of bigotry at a time when the United Nations and

the international community are seeking to eradicate all forms of religious

and racial prejudice and nurture the spirit of tolerance and brotherhood

among people.

"The situation in the Middle East, as the Assembly is well aware, is

deteriorating rapidly and fast moving towards a new explosion. In the

introduction to his'annual report the Secretary-General states:

"... failing some early progress towards a settlement, there is a

very real danger that this great and historic region, the cradle

of civilization and of three world religions, will recede steadily

into a new dark age of violence, disruption and destruction."

(A/T601/Add.l. para. 71)
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The responsibility for this situation lies squarely upon Israel and its

supporters. We need not recall once more that Security Council resolution

242 (1967) of 22 November 1967, which calls for the withdrawal of the Israeli

troops from the territories occupied "by Israel as a result of its treacherous

aggression of 5 June 1967, has provided a formula, for the peaceful solution of

the Middle East problem. Yet Israel has persistently refused to accept and

implement that resolution. Israel has hampered all the efforts of the United

Nations and the major Powers for achieving a peaceful solution in accordance

with the Security Council's resolution, and it has done so in the hope of

successfully dictating its terms and thereby achieving its expansionist

ambitions, which not only threaten peace in the area but endanger the security

of the whole world,

"At a time when Israel makes no secret of its opposition to the endeavours

of the great Powers and of the United Nations, when it refuses to implement

Security Council resolution 2h2 (1967), when its jets mercillessly attack Arab

civilians and refugees with napalm, when its officials call for the total or

partial annexation of occupied Arab lands and categorically refuse to recognize

the legitimate rights of the Arabs of Palestine — at such a time the United

States supports Israel. In spite of United States professions of interest in

the establishment of peace in the area, the United States provides Israel

with destructive weapons, Phantoms and Skyhawks, which cannot but help Israel

persist in its defiance of the world community, to pursue its constant threat

to the Arab countries and to dictate terms which realise its expansionist

ambitions. This policy whth arms a State based solely on violence and

aggression can only obstruct peace in the Middle East, further aggravate

the situation and jeopardize world peace and security.
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"The uprooted and dispossessed Palestinian people constitute the heart

of the problem in the Middle East. They have suffered hardships for over

tventy years, and their very existence was only recently denied by the

Prime Minister of Israel. Their long plight was further aggravated by

Israel's aggression of 5 June 19̂ 7 5 whereby more Palestinians were expelled

and additional Palestinian property was seized. The Palestinians have waited

for over two decades for justice from the United Nations, but the failure of

the international community to grasp the enormity of what happened in this

area, let alone the magnitude of their suffering, has forcefully persuaded the

Palestinian people that they rnsst rise in arms to regain what is legitimately

theirs. Let us remember that the Palestinian fedayeen. whom some like to call

terrorists, are in fact freedom fighters and the legitimate owners of the land.

Their cause is in fact a just and plausible cause under international law and

bears comparison to various struggles waged by other peoples against foreign

occupation. ¥e wish here to pay tribute to the struggle of the Palestinian

people and to hail their heroism and great sacrifices in resisting the usurper.

We look forward to the attainment of their aspirations and the realization of

their legitimate right to self-determination."

Mr. Mouknass. Mauritania (A/PV.1782 at page 93):

"In the Middle East, the Zionist authorities of Tel Aviv continue tc

trample underfoot the fundamental principles of the Charter and the decisions of

this Organization. Their forces continue to enjoy the fruits of their

cowardly aggression. Large parts of the territory of the United Arab Republic,

the Syrian Arab Republic, the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan continue to be the victims

of a barbarous occupation. The burning of the Al Aqsa Mosque, which has given

rise to indignation on the part of almost all peoples of the world and the respons-

ibility for which fully lies with the Zionist occupation authorities, has reminded
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the world of the grievous "threat to the Holy Places of Islam, Christendom and

Judaism vhich is inherent in the illegal, null and void decision, taken by the

Zionist authorities concerning the annexation of the Arab part of the City of

Jerusalem.

"The people and Government of the Islamic P.epublic of Mauritania salute with

admiration the heroic resistance of the population of the occupied territories to

the Zionist oppressor. The lawful and liberating struggle of the Palestinian people

to recover its usurped homeland enjoys the active support of freedom and justice

loving peoples. To these freedom fighters, the people and Government of the

Islamic Kepublic of Mauritania vish to give all moral and material assistance

within their means.

"It is urgent to understand that unless the relevant decisions of the

Security Council are implemented, without any changes in the borders as they

existed before 5 June 1967, our Organization will lose at one end and at

the same time any possibility of controlling the explosive situation existing

in that area at this time and the confidence of the peoples of the world, which

is the very source of its authority."
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Mr. Moro. Italy (A/PV.1783 at pages 20 to 21):

"I am speaking firstly of the crises in the Middle East, a. region which

Italy, because of its geographical position, views with particular interest and

concern. In that region we have been witnessing for over two years a steady

intensification, in gravity and frequency, of incidents which unfortunately

are increasingly taking on the aspect of open warfare.

"We feel that this is the time and the place to make a fervent appeal to

the parties to refrain from the use of violence and to all countries in the

United Nations to act, willingly and effectively, according to their

responsibilities and influence, to bring about a peaceful settlement. It is

unthinkable, in our view, that a solution could be achieved by means of force;

it can only come through a political initiative. We can, therefore, guarantee

our support for the efforts that are being made by the permanent members of

the Security Council on the basis of the resolution of 22 November 1967 to

clarify its dispositions and win the consensus of the parties and thus break

the present deadlock. ¥e could not conceive of any solution imposedfrom

above upon sovereign countries which are understandably jealous of their

independence. We feel that we should embark, without being discouraged by

the complexity of the problems and difficulties involved, on a patient search

for new formulas and means of contact that would enable the parties to arrive

at substantial agreements.

"To this end, the exploratory talks that are being conducted within the

United Nations, the work that is being done by the four permanent members of

the Security Council, and the activities of Ambassador Jarring, could prove

most valuable because it should be possible, through these channels, to remove

the obstacles which are sill preventing in the entire area a final settlment

based on just, definite and secure boundaries recognized by all. It is
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with integrity and independence assured, including the State of Israel, which

is a Member of the United Nations and maintains relations with a large number

of other countries. The acknowledgement of this enhances the right to autonomy,

independence and development of the States in the area of conflict.

"The tragic events of the past few years, which have caused death, sorrow

and waste of valuable efforts, lead us to make an impressive assessment of the

points on which there is substantial agreement and to concentrate our attention

on those disagreements which can and mkust be overcome. The just settlement

which could thus be envisaged would make it possible to restore peace and

remove the conditions and consequences resulting from the war and from a state

of insecurity and uncertdnty that has lasted for many years. In particular

we cannot be insensitive to the unhappy plight of the many Palestine refugees

who must be given back their faith in life and in international justice. The

prolonged closure of the Suez Canal has to some extent altered the geography of

the world and has made maritime communications between countries, which

previously seemed relatively near, more time-consuming and costly. This is

one further reason why an equitable and enduring political settlement of the

Arab-Israeli conflict is so desirable.

"For our part, we are ready to support any initiative taken in the United

Nations to secure peace in the Middle Eastern region and to contribute to it,

if we are requested to do so. But we should also like the other Powers to

appreciate how necessary it is to halt the rising flow of arms in the area as

a first step, pending a final plea in all conscience, as Italy has as a matter

of consistent policy refrained from sending military supplies to any country

involved in the conflict."
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Mr. Gurinovich. Byelorussian SSR (A/PV.1783 at pages 31):

"Let us take, for example, the problems of Viet-Nam and the Middle East."

(A/PV.1783 at pages 32 to 33)

"The same should be said also regarding the question of the liquidation

of Israeli aggression against the Arab States. Here in the United Nations,

the patrons of Israeli aggression in their words favour a political settlement;

they speak about the inadmissibility of delivering military supplies to the

countries in the Middle East. But at the same time, in a display of most

extraordinary hospitability, in deference to the aggressor they supply

arms to Israel, which continues with its aggressive policy and openly

flouts the decisions of the United Nations. It is only a categorical

position of condemnation of Israel's aggression, the adoption of concrete

measures designed to secure the withdrawal of occuping forces from the

ocupied Arab territories, and implementation of the other provisions of the

Security Council resolution of 22 November 1967, that will bring about a peaceful

settlement in the Middle East. The United Nations cannot resign itself to

allowing Israel directly and openly to defy decisions of the Security Council

which, by virtue of its obligations under the Charter as a member of the United

Nations, it is required to obey.

"After the cessation of the war in the Middle East, the Security

Council and other organs of the United Nations adopted more than a score

of resolutions on various aspects of the settlement of the situation in the

Middle East. Those resolutions have played a positive role, for they have

condemned the aggressive actions of Israel, and, in a number of cases,

have served as an impediment to further extremist steps by the ruling circles

of Israel, and have laid the foundation for a political settlement in the

Middle East and emphasized the concern of the United Nations over the
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situation of the Arab peoples in the occupied areas. But the most important

thing has not yet been achieved. The aggressor has still not been thrown

out of the territories he has occupied. He continues to disregard the

principles of the United Nations Charter and he is to blame for the fact

that a tense situation still prevails in the Middle East.

"We note with satisfaction the constructive position of the Arab States

and the ever-growing support for their legitimate demands being given

by the overwhelming majority of Member States of the United Nations.

"As a positive aspect of the work of this session of the United Nations

General Assembly, we note the fact that no one has endorsed any of the

arguments put forward by the Israeli diplomats in favour of a continuation

of the occupation and a revision of frontiers. Even the patrons of the

Israeli aggression in the Middle East cannot bring themselves openly to

defend Israel's position. Such ridiculous proposals as the one advanced

by the Foreign Minister of Israel for declaring United Nations Day as

"Cease-fire Day" are viewed by the majority as a mockery of the purposes of

the United Nations, for no one can possibly entertain the idea that Israel,

or indeed any other aggressor, can be permitted to carry on aggression for

56^ days of the year and then spend one day of the year promising not to

open fire.

"The United Nations can and must do everything in its power to bring the

aggressor to heel and to settle the conflict in the Middle East in accordance

with the Security Counsil resolution and not allow it to become a new armed

conflict that would be fraught with grave consequences for the cause of peace

in the entire world."
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Mr. Amerasinghe. Ceylon (A/PV.1785 at pages 55 to

"The same problems continue to plague the world with varying prospects of

mitigation or settlement — the conflict in the Middle East, the war in Viet-

Wam, apartheid and colonialism.

"More than two years have passed since the Middle East war of June 1967

and it is almost two years since the Security Council unanimously adopted

its resolution 2l(-2 (1967) of 22 November 1967. That resolution was acclaimes

almost universally as a carefully balanced one but there is yet no definite

prospect of its implementation. Tension in the area grows unabated, bringing

the world time and again perilously close to the brink of war and disaster.

The Secretary-General has in the clearest possible terms stated that the

fighting in the Canal Zone constitutes virtually a state of active war. His

own observation forces, unarmed and in the line of direct fire, are exposed

to intolerable dangers, but continue to face them with a heroism which goes

unnoticed in a world where the only badge of honour is a weapon."

(A/PV.1783 at pages % to 58)

"Israel's failure to withdraw from the occupied territories not only

implies a rejection of the proposition fundamental to the settlement

contemplated in Security Council resolution 2̂ 2 (1967) that acquisition of

territory by war is inadmissible, but is an obstacle to the creation of

the only conditions in which a just and lasting peace can be discussed. The

use of occupied territory as a form of hostage in international negotiations

is contrary to the spirit of the Charter.

"Concern has quite properly been expressed here over attacks on airports

and the hijacking of aircraft. These are not, however, the most serious

features of this problem. We do not condone such attacks on innocent persons.
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They are to be deplored. But in scale, in consequences, and in the degree of

force employed they are diminutive in comparison with the regular and systematic

Israeli attacks on Arab territory and the trail of death and destruction that

these attacks leave. The Israeli contention is that these reprisals are in

retaliation for the actions of Arab resistance groups. There are many countries

in this Assembly whose peoples have suffered the indignity of foreign

occupation and have found in organized resistance the only hope of deliverance

when no help can come from outside. Such resistance is a matter of right

until the alien trespasser is evicted. Are these demonstrations of resistance,

conducted under the vigilance of an occupying Power, in the shadow of

overwhelming strength, and at the certain risk of draconian punishment amounting

to total devastation of property and complete evacuation, to be treated as

violations of the cease-fire and as a pretext for terrorizing the population

of the occupied territories? Resistance of this nature by the population of an

occupied territory is a natural and understandable reaction. A distinction

must be drawn between such acts of resistance and the furious and frenzied

reprisals for which they serve as a mere excuse.

"Events which in other circumstances should have no bearing on the Middle

East dispute tend to increase its gravity and enhance the risk of war. I refer

to the recent fire at the Al Aqsa Mosque which formed the subject of

discussion in the Security Council during September of this year and ended

characteristically with a resolution that was remarkable more for the

support it received than for its relevance to the issue or for its contribution

to a settlement. The Security Council resolution of 15 September 1969,

regrettably, in our opinion, skirted the real issue. The fire at Al Aqsa was

neither the direct nor the indirect consequence of Israeli measures to change
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recognize. It was not the status of Jerusalem that was the point at issue

"but the ever present danger of a grave breach of the peace and of a renewal

of war inherent in a situation that can only be described as the illegal

usurpation of temporal power through war.

"The cause of peace in the Middle East will not be served by drawing red

herrings like the Security Council resolution of 15 September 1969 across

the trail, but rather bya determined effort on the part of the United Nations,

and especially the major Powers to concentrate on the substance of Security

Council resolution 2̂ 2 of 22 November 19&7, and- *° endeavour to translate

it into action. The two essential features of that resolution are: first,

that Israel must withdraw from all Arab territories in accordance with the

principle that acquisition of territory by war i& inadmissable; and second

that there must be a just settlement of the Palestine Arab refugee problem.

"Despite the numerous United Nations resolutions reaffirming the right of

. the refugees to return to their homeland or to receive compensation — resolutions

which have received overwhelming support — Israel, far from complying with

them, has taken action to evict Arab residents from the occupied territories.

As we see it, the Palestine refugee problem is tie heart and core of the Middle

East question. There can be no approach to a settlement unless the four major

Powers, in the discharge of their primary responsibility as permanent members

of the Security Council, make it clear to Israel that the Security Council

resolution of 22 November 19̂ 7 alone contains all those elements that can bring

about a lasting peace, and that it is not subject to any conditions such as

direct negotiations, recognition and peace treaties which are not specified

in it, but may well follow.
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"Peace cannot be ensured in the Middle East by the redrawing of boundaries,

"but by a spirit of reconciliation and tolerance on both sides, by a recognition

of the right of all parties to exist in peace and security and by a permanent

solution of the problem of the Palestinian refugees through full and

fair restitution to those dispossessed and displaced by the act of partition

of Palestine. There are no boundaries that are secure while injustice

prevails. The four major Powers have both the duty and the capacity to

bring peace to the Middle East and to avert a conflagration that could envelop

the world. It rests with them to insist, first, on Israel's withdrawal from

the territories it now occupies by the anachronistic right of conquest and,

thereafter, on the implementation of the rest of the terms of the resolution

by all the parties concerned. This can in no sense of the term be described

as an imposition of a settlement on sovereign Powers."

Mr. Alarco'n. Cuba (A/PV.178̂  at page 50):

"The crisis in the Middle East continues to be a source of concern for the

international community, and this Organization has been incapable of restoring

peace and guaranteeing the rights of the Arab States that were attacked in 1967.

"The struggle of the Arab peoples, in particular that of the Palestinian

people, against the interference of North American imperialism is today a key

link in the emancipation movement of the Third World and it enjoys the sympathy

and support of ,all progressive forces."

Mr. Tudor. Barbados (A/PV.1781). at page H5):

"... Likewise we urge the contending nations in the Middle East to seek,

in a spirit of compromise, an early settlement to a dispute which has for so

long impoverished their countries and permitted the great Powers to keep these

countries in pawn and, at the same time, to fight their own wars by proxy."
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Mr. Khumalo. Swaziland (A/PV.ljSU at page 55):

"The Middle East situation remains a source of grave concern to us and,

I "believe, to all other peace-loving nations. My country has faith in the role

of the United Nations as an effective means for bringing about peace and

happiness in that troubled area, as indeed among other nations. We also hold

the viev that all nations, big or small, have a God-given right to exist and

that the sovereignty of each State is indivisible. Consequently in all our

international operations we have to be guided by the principle of respect for

the dignity, independence and sovereignty of all States of the globe."

Mr. Gaye, Senagal (A/PV.1781)- at page 65):

"As I was speaking a while ago of the problems affecting the young

countries I was thinking of the peace that ishoped for by millions of human

beings in certain regions of Africa and in the Middle East, which is still

heavy with menace."

(A/PV.1781 at pages 66 to 67)

"... I refer to the situation in Namibia and — curiously — to the

situation in the Middle East. Indeed, was not the latter situation virtually

created immediately after the mandate over Palestine was cnacelled? Is it

not a result of the confrontation between Israel and the Arab States provoked

by the partition of Palestine?

"Of course, that analysis is facilitated by hindsight. But we must

note that the course of events would have been different without the

occupation of Arab Palestine. We must also note that the choice offered to

the Palestinians between indemnification and repatriation, and the creation

of UNRWA have never really reassured anyone. However, twenty years after the

vote on the resolution which gave birth to Israel, a resolution of the Security
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Council, of November 1967, has defined the "bases for a settlement which could

put an end to the Israel-Arab crisis. Those bases provide a framework

which we must always recall: respect for the sovereignty of States and

their territorial integrity; rejection, without any appeal, of annexation

by force of the territory of one State by another; consequential withdrawal

of Israeli armed forces from the occupied Arab territories; a just solution

of the Palestine problem; freedom of navigation on international waterways in

the region.

"The Arab States have bowed to the authority of the Security Council of

the United Nations and we must ask Israel to respect international law.

There is no other way to guarantee to all a just and durable peace.

"The recent events in Jerusalem and the criminal arson of which we are

all aware have brutally reminded the world that to safeguard and protect

the Holy Places depends on respect for the status which thirteen centuries

of history has conferred on the Holy City of Jerusalem."

Mr. Carias Castillo, Hondorua (A/PV.178̂  at page 75):

"In the Middle East conflict, our position remains unalterable. We

support United Nations decisions for a stable peace in that region, whereby

the States involved would abandon every attitude of permanent belligerency and,

at the same time, withdraw all military forces which have occupied by violence

territories that do not belong to them. Both the Charter of the Organization

of American States and of the United Nations, and the standards of international

law, establish the principle that victory gives no rights."

Mr. Bouteflika. Algeria (A/PV.178U at page 100):

"... Be it in South East Asia, in the Middle East or in Africa, colonialism

and imperialism have redoubled their aggressive activities, multiplying shams

and counter-truths in order to deny to the weaker peoples their natural rights

to freedom and progress."
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(A/PV. 178*). at page 101):

"... While one speaks of peace and justice in the Middle East, the

Zionist aggressor continues to "be armed and is encouraged to show even more

intransigence and cruelty towards the deprived Arab people."

(A/PV.1784 at pages 105 to 1(5?)

"Everything that affects Viet-Nam, Palestine, South Africa, Rhodesia,

Namibia, Guinea (Bissau), Angola and Mozambique could certainly not find its

place within such a concept, because that would be tantamount to an abdication

of responsibility and an acceptance of the fait accompli resulting from the

balance of strategic military and economic interests of the great Powers.

"For over twenty years the Middle East has been afflicted by a conflict

which is deliberately not beingtraced to its main source. But no rhetoric can

hide historical facts. Once again it was a Western Power, the United Kingdom,

which colonized Palestine. That same Power had played the part of the metropolis

of world Zionism, and prepared the conditions for a totalitarian takeover,

depriving a people of its right to self-determination. An occupied Territory,

a dispossessed people chased from its homeland: that is the Middle East

problem — or, rather, the question of Palestine. The implantation in

Palestine, by force and terror, of a European colony was aimed, above all,

at insuring a foothold of colonialism in the region and at occupying a

strategic position around the Mediterranean, at the crossroads of the three

continents, and at controlling the natural wealth of that region, as well as

at putting down the liberation movement of the Arab peoples. That is the

mission assigned to the Zionist occupier and to the Sixth Fleet. Twenty years

have passed, but justice has not been done to the Palestinian people. Today,

weary of hollow words and legalistic myths, the Palestinian people is emerging

from its political ghetto to take its destiny into its own hands.
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Its eruption onto the international stage is parallel to the courageous

struggle of the colonized peoples and with the progressive members of the

Third World of which it is an integral part. To this struggle, which

does not accept any compromise on the path of liberation, Algeria, always

present at the rendezvous of freedom and the progress of peoples, brings

its total and unconditional support on the material and political level.

"It is to this Palestinian dimension that the conflict in the Middle

East must be brought.

"The 1967 aggression against the Arab countries, and those which have

followed it since, were aimed not only at ensuring to Israel a comfortable

position im the negotiations, but also to thwart the economic development

of the countries of the region. If the closing of the Suez Canal deprives

the United Arab Republic of considerable resources for its development,

the imperialist Powers do not seem to be at all hurried in pressing for

the reopening of this important means of communication. The halt in

activity which was inflicted on their merchants marine before 19̂ 7 has since

given way to a feverish activity which those Powers had dared not hope for.

The result is that for the moment the new commercial routes are now crossing

around South Africa and the Pretoria racists, with their imperialist allies,

are the main beneficiaries of the situation which was imposed on the Afro-Asian

countries which were the victims of the aggression.

"The consequences of the Israeli aggression of 19&7 an(^ "th6 perpetuation

of the occupation of Arab territories necessitate a serious re-examination

of the situation, not only by the imperialist Powers which have in fact

awarded a supplementary price to the aggressor by supplying him with the

most modern weapons but also, and above all, on the part of those among the

small countries which wished to confine themselves to the illusory role

of not being involved.
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11 In this respect the fire in the Al Aqsa Mosque and its repercussions,

particularly in the Moslem world, has conferred a new dimension to the Middle

East problem. The recent Islamic summit meeting at Rabat should awaken all

those who support Israel to realize all the risks which may flow from their

actions.

"If before 1967 the problem of the Middle East consisted essentially

of the restoration of its legitimate rightstothe Palestinian people, it

has been broadened since the Israeli aggression by the occupation of the

territories of Arab countries, Members of the United Nations.

"The territories occupied in 19&7 today tend to be the very subject of

the negotiations. But such an approach tends to legitimize the 19̂ 7 aggression,

which resulted in the creation of Israel, and to bury the Palestinian

problem which would thus be brought down to the dimensions of a so-called

humanitarian question.

"If the occupied Arab countries are singly and with sovereignty

adopting the means that they consider the best,the most appropriate in

order to obtain withdrawal from their national territories, the problem

of the Restoration of its legitimate rights to the Palestinian peoples

belongs to them exclusively.

"The national liberation struggle in which the Palestinian people are

engaged is certainly in the noble tradition of peoples who have decided

to fight for liberty and dignity, and Algeria which has always identified

itself with just causes in the world, fully recognizes the heroic struggle

of its brothers.

"The year which has just passed has witnessed the strengthening of the

action of the Palestinian fighters, and the world today recognizes their

existence and their capacity as the genuine representatives of their people,
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and thus their valid spokesman. The Palestinian fighters are working

for the creation of a Palestinian society within the framework of secure

frontiers and recognition of eternal Palestine, for a democratic and lay

State, where all citizens without distinction of race and religion will forget

their hatred and rancour and will live collectively and individually, with

equal rights and duties in this country which was the cradle of ancient

civilizations, as a symbol of harmony and peace."


